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SUNNINGDALE; THE EARLY
YEARS
BY MARK WILSON

interested in golf, they offered him the first honorary
membership of the Sunningdale Club and it worked
like a charm. He accepted, and no sooner had he
done so than the deputations began arriving at his
office. What about the 9.24, they cried. Encouraged,
perhaps by the knowledge, that to enjoy his own golf to
the utmost he would want to catch the same train on

Sunningdale has many enviable qualities that

occasions, he gave the order to have the 9.24 stop at

cause the club to be respected throughout the

Sunningdale on Sundays in future. But still the

golf world as an idyllic setting for the game, but it

deputations arrived. What about cheap fares for golfers

wasn't always so. The heathland waste above a remote

and caddies, they now asked. He yielded on this point,

railway station sited by accident, on the then

too, only to be further pressed to have more and more

unfashionable side of the village, offered a far from

trains halted at Sunningdale. When the luckless Mr Owens

inviting picture when Tom "TA" Roberts and his brother

demurred, the committee put him to shame by

George came upon the scene late in the last century.
Fortunately, they were avid golfers in search of a new
home; relatively wealthy; full of the Victorian spirit for
pioneering and empire building; and sharing a form of
double vision to be enjoyed. They decided the barren and

announcing that his reluctance to co-operate with
members wanting to travel on the railway was
compelling them to spend money on building a shed to
house 40 bicycles. How this would benefit those

windswept area at the crest of a hill, served only by a

inconvenienced members living in London was never

bridle path, wo uld be perfect, not only for the

explained. However, in time, Mr Owens obliged with

construction of a fine house to be called Ridgemount, but

more concessions, and it can be no coincidence that his

also for the development of an inland golf course worthy

popularity among the influential membership of the Club

of comparison with the greatest seaside links.

grew to the point that he was eventually called to
Buckingham Palace to be given a knighthood.

Along with blinkered determination and dedication,

To return to the very beginnings, however, the gift of

the brothers were blessed with exceptional ingenuity.

hindsight now makes it easy to see that Sunningdale was

When used in what some might now question as devious

destined to become famous for sport and a home for

ways, the solving of early problems for the Club was

competitiveness of the highest order. There are those

often simplified. One outstanding example concerned

who might argue King HenryVIII set the scene, though in

members who lived in London and caught the 9.24 train

questionable fashion, when the whole area was part of

each Sunday morning with the intention of spending a

Windsor Forest in which he regularly hunted. Historians

full day on the course. The trouble was the London and

tell of the day he became lost and chanced upon an abbey

South Western Railway timetable made no provision for

where the monks kept a good table. He joined them for

the 9.24 to halt at Sunningdale. It steamed right through

dinner and satisfied both his greed and bulk by

on the way to Ascot, a legacy, no doubt, of the fact that

demolishing a sirloin of beef. The Abbot, whose painful

the station ought not to have been there in the first

digestion problems were most likely caused by an ulcer,

place. Originally, the track was destined to follow a

congratulated the King on his great appetite. He was also

straight line from Virginia Water to Windsor, but an irate

foolish enough to say that he would give £100, a fortune
in those days, to be able to eat

farmer stood guard with a shotgun and scared the

such a meal. Soon after, the

surveyors away. No amount of pleading with the

Abbot was arrested, incarcerated in the Tower of

railway's timetable superintendent was of any use. The

London without charge, and starved on a diet of bread

9.24 kept steaming right on through. Then the Roberts

and water. When he became ravenous a sirloin of beef

brothers put their ingenuity to work. On hearing that the

was placed before him, and he ate it. Then the King

General Manager of the railway, a Mr Owens, was

appeared to claim his £100, and the Abbot, the victim of

a shameless act of Royal gamesmanship, had no choice

cottage to a water supply!

but to pay. The future of Sunningdale as a place for golf

White was a Scot (born in East Lothian in 1870) a

was more directly influenced by Henry. In between

nephew of Ben Sayers. His Open win at Sandwich in

having wives executed, he suppressed the Benedictine

1904 made him the first champion to score under 300.

Nunnery of Bromhall to such an extent that its land

He was a professional at York, Workington, Mitcham and

comprising the Sunningdale Estate passed to St John's

lastly, Seaford before accepting his invitation to join

College, Cambridge in 1524. It was to St John's 374

Sunningdale where he stayed for 25 years. As a player he

years later that Tom and George Roberts, armed with

was considered erratic, through the green, but an

tremendous foresight, successfully pleaded for leaseholds

exceptionally fine putter. Apart from winning the Open,

allowing the building of the golf course and houses of

he was runner-up in 1899 and third in 1903. Hugh

"appropriate high quality" in the neighbourhood.

MacLean was recruited as first head greenkeeper on a

While completing their own home in 1898 (much later it

trial basis of three months for 36 shillings a week and a

was to be greatly enlarged and become the Dormy House

cottage, or 40 shillings without it. He eventually retired

on Ridge Mount Hill) they began the complex business

in 1939. The post of secretary at an annual salary of 1.150

of establishing Sunningdale Golf Club. Friends were

attracted 4-35 applications, and Harry S Colt was

recruited to form a Founders' Committee, and Willie

successful. It was to prove a learning experience in many

Park, son of the first Open champion, was given £3000

ways. Before long, he was asking for, and receiving, the

with orders to design and create a course of exemplary

right to pay trade price for his drinks at the bar when

character. He did as instructed, though what he produced

looking after the interests of the members. The steward

as a classic test for the gutty ball has been much changed

and his wife, to act as cook, were paid the joint sum of

to keep pace with the development of golf. As he toiled on

£80 a year on top of board and food.

the land so the committee took to the Cafe Monico in

Throughout this formative process, strong emphasis
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London as a meeting place where the constitution of the

was placed on the fact that Sunningdale was intended as a

Club could be agreed in detail. After much discussion it

"club for gentlemen." It was 1950 before ladies were

was decided to impose an annual subscription of five

admitted as associate members. In the meantime they

guineas and admit "200 gentlemen as original members"
on the 12th of March, 1900. Three weeks later the
membership was increased by another 100, but an
additional five guineas as entry fee was demanded.
Despite the lack of both course and clubhouse at this
stage, the vacancies were filled with a rush. The need for

were treated to such extremes of chauvinistic attitudes
that the committee at one stage hastened to insure the
premises for £1 000 against retribution by suffragettes.

"

a clubhouse was met with eight builders being invited to
tender for the work at a maximum cost of £6000. The
sombrely

written

minutes

of

the

committee

meeting on the 19th of July 1900 cannot disguise the
shock of opening the envelopes and finding the lowest
bid to be £7699 from Martin Wells and
Company. The rest ranged up to £8857. More of the
Roberts' ingenuity was needed for the wooing of the
local bank manager. But no suggestion of extravagance
could be levelled against the committee when it came to
engaging staff. In readiness for the grand opening of the
course in 1901, Jack White became the club's first
professional —"his remuneration not to exceed £1.00 a
week and a co ttage o n the links." Matters
imp ro ved

considerably when he won the Open

Championship three years later: it was agreed to join his

Small wonder when for years a notice in the smoking
room unashamedly proclaimed that women could only
attend the club on sufferance. Concessions came slowly,
beginning with a change of rules that allowed them to be
invited to the club for tea, provided they came after four
o'clock and stayed in the hall. Later, one secretary
incensed at ladies being admitted, posted a notice that
indicated that women golfers wearing trousers must
remove them before entering the Club!
Matters in the early days were not helped by the
mysterious affair of the steward's wife being charged
with improper behaviour with a club waiter and with a
page boy. The minutes of 1st October 1902 make a
tremendous effort to draw a veil over the whole business,
but stimulate the imagination wholesale with the verdict

of the committee's inquiry. The steward's wife was

one entry in the books. More than once he is sent to a

reprimanded and the waiter was sacked. The fate of the

home, and, in between, compelled to produce a doctor's

page boy, presumably now experienced beyond his age,

certificate every fortnight to assure the committee of his

goes unrecorded. All we know about him is that he was

adherence to sobriety.

paid six shillings a week.

The 19th of March 1910, was a day of extreme

Momentous events in the history of the club often

decisions for the club. It was decided to deduct £25 from

amount to a few words in the red leather-bound minute

White's salary for looking after his accounts, and to

books Colt maintained in pristine condition. The first

spend £100 on the laying down of vintage port. By 1911

charge to visitors on the course is fixed at one shilling a

some members were arriving by motor car and the

round providing they play with a member, two shillings

competition for parking space was keen. Too keen for a

and sixpence otherwise. The building of the "Ginger Beer

Mr Champness who came off the course to discover that

Hut"— the refreshment shelter at the 10th — is agreed with

his prized automobile had been manhandled by another

the proviso that the cost should not exceed £10. One

member's chauffeur from the parking place in which he

month later, Lord Stanley's plea for ladies to be allowed to

had left it and deposited on the outside highway. The

play the course at weekends was refused. Soon after there

radiator emblem and RAC badge, he ranted to the

was a change of heart; the committee agreed that they
could play on Sundays — after 3.15 and in mixed

committee, had been "used with such force by this idiot"

foursomes. For them, 1903 became a year to remember.

that both had been broken. It was resolved that a notice

The next year White won the Open Championship and on

be placed in the car park telling chauffeurs not to touch

top of being rewarded with running water at his cottage

any car but their own.

was allowed to be absent from the club for exhibitions and

When peace had been restored on this front, another

tournaments on specified dates on the strict understanding

explosive force was felt by the club in the form of James

that he return in good time to be on the first tee for the

Sheridan, a fearlessly outspoken Scot who arrived on a

start of Sunningdale members' competitions

six weeks' trial as caddiemaster and was still there nearly
sixty years later waiting for the job to become

It would be irresponsible of any writer or historian to

permanent. Sheridan became a Sunningdale legend

overlook the fact that over the years one or two of the

perpetuated by his own book, "Sheridan of Sunningdale"

members, and, indeed, the odd professional, has been

which will probably never be bettered as a history of the

known to indulge in a modest wager. The first officially

club that made him an honorary member and placed his

recorded instance is dated April 15, 1905, when the

portrait in oils on the clubhouse wall after it had first

committee acknowledged the receipt of a letter from the

been hung at the Royal Academy.

local vicar, the Reverend J Cornish who complained of
caddies being worked on Sundays, and betting on the club
premises. The secretary was instructed to write and
assure the reverend that every possible precaution was
taken to prevent the employment of small boys on
Sundays before 1 pm. As to gambling at Sunningdale,
nothing was known of that.
SSIMME1. -

The outbreak of World War I in 1914 brought the
progress of Sunningdale to a sharp halt; Sheridan and
many more of the staff headed for action in France
alongside a large proportion of the membership. Patriotic
gestures abounded. Mr Adolph Weil, a member, gave a
bounty of £2 to every member of the staff who enlisted
and went off to fight while the committee agreed that
troops quartered in the district should have the use of the

,MIIIMINONEENI.MGENIMMIMIBC-

club's dining room and lounge. Inside eight weeks they
Some good did come, however, of the vicar's interest in
the welfare of boy caddies. Their fees were increased
from one shilling to

One shilling and threepence a

round, and a subscription list was posted to raise £1,000
for the building of a classroom which they had to attend
twice a week. At the same time, in 1909, there started a
sad chronicle of the drinking habits of Jack White.
"Reported for being drunk on the course again," says
17

were asking the 5th Royal West Kent Regiment for £10
to pay for damages. But the 13 years in the life of the club
before the war had been well spent in building the
foundations and traditions capable of withstanding an
disruption. When the 1918 Armistice restored normality,
Sunningdale resumed life with strengthened ambitions to
flourish at an even faster pace than before. It was an urge
answered by the building in the early 1920's of a second

course, the New, designed the Harry Colt who had
progressed from secretary to a golf arc hitect of

Changes by Colt had the members thankfully

considerable renown. Subsequent tinkering with both the

marching all the way to the top of the crest, but when

Old and New courses has resulted in the world-wide

they got there they didn't like what they saw — the

recognition of Sunningdale's 36 holes as a golfing

bunker that now guards the front of the green was biting

masterpiece. It remains, nevertheless, an intriguing

deep into the actual putting surface. It was labelled "Colt's

exercise to visualise the hallowed Old Course as it was

po!" and subsequently altered again. By and large,

originally laid out by Park to meet the challenge of the

except for bunkering, the 14th, 15th and 16th holes still

gutty ball at the turn of the century.

kept faith with Park's design. The 17th, surely one of the

Until its development by the Ridgemount Estate

great holes of golf, has been much changed, however. It

Company, and the pioneering of Britain's first purpose•

has certainly had three different greens.

built golf community, the Sunningdale property'

it shared a huge double green with the first. The second of

consisted of three farms, Broomhall, Titlarks and

its greens was below and to the right of that in present

Stavehall. The rest was a vast expanse of heather, gorse,

use, making the hole a complete right-hand dog-leg

some pine trees and the odd oak, the most splendid

challenge.

example of all being the veteran that still towers beside

Alterations made necessary by the designing of the New

the clubhouse. It is, of course, the source of the club's

course compelled a permanent solution. The

emblem so well known to the world. When Tom

original

and George Roberts arrived to establish their new

from close to the first green and finishing between where

home on what is now Ridgemount Road,, then just the

the two 18th greens are now.

1

At the

very start,

8th hole on the Old was a monster, starting

bridle path that can still be traced across the second
fairway, past the 13th green, and on in the general

It is a little known fact that the character of the present

direction of Windlesham, there were no shops — the mind

home green owes something to the German air force.

boggles at the thought of what the brothers would have

During the Autumn of 1940, some 90 bombs were

done if confronted with the takeaway hamburger service

jettisoned late one sunny evening on Sunningdale. One

now enjoyed by boy caddies — and the heart of the village

made a large hole on the right of the green. Whoever

was a good horse ride away. Thankfully, they relished

decided to let it remain as a new bunker rather than labour

the challenge, and so did Park when it came to

away with shovel and earth was far mo re wise than

transforming an agricultural wilderness into a great golf

lazy. It imp ro ved the hole considerably, though at

course.

the expense of Sheridan's nerves — he was sheltering in

In the very beginning, the first tee was under the big

the bunker on the left of the green only 30 yards away,

oak, only moving to its present position opposite Gordon

when the bomb exploded. He miraculously escaped

House when the New course was created. Park, being a

unharmed, but both the clubhouse and Dormy House

good putter himself, favoured large, occasionally even

suffered damage.

square greens. The maintenance problems inflicted
during two wars gave the excuse to reduce their size. The

Before Colt laid out the New course in 1922, and there

greens at both the short fourth and blind seventh holes

have been a number of major changes since to give it a

were originally sited well to the left of those in present

stature second only to its elder brother, the Old, another

use. Park gave the eleventh a double green, divided by a

nine holes had been developed on what is now the

valley that is still evident and at the twelfth the green was

practice ground, and the Titlarks Hill area. It was often

on the low ground fronting the old stables. It was Colt

referred to as the "Chauffeurs Course." While the

who moved it to the top of the rise, so creating, in the
opinion of many speaking from bitter experience, the

emphasis will always be on maintaining the club for the
benefit of its members, both the Old and New courses
are frequently made available to important tournaments

most unforgiving hole on the course.
The short 13th provoked ceaseless controversy as a
blind one-shotter from a tee the wrong side of a hill.
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for the encouragement of the game generally. The first of

these occasions was in 1903 when the Old was the stage

It is possible here only to touch upon some aspects of

for the first professional match-play championship

the Sunningdale history which is well chronicled in John

sponsored by the News of the World. The club minutes
for that year applauded James Braid for his victory while
sadly breaking the news to the members that the event
had left them £.75 out of pocket. Many more major
professional and amateur events for men, women
and juniors have followed. Fittingly, the hosting of the
1987 Walker Cup matches, the first to be played on an
inland course in Britain, is the latest of Sunningdale's
pioneering ventures in the spirit intended by the Roberts
brothers. The same spirit has fortified the annual
staging

since

1934

of

the

Sunningdale Foursomes, unique

immensely
in

popular

allowing

an y

combination of a mateur or professional, man or woman.
Its success has now become something of an embarrassment
with the entry list always being grossly over subscribed.
Throughout its years, the Sunningdale Golf Club has
always had more than a fair share of good golfers among
the membership. The great Cyril Tolley was the first
member to play in the Walker Cup Match, the inaugural
1922 event. Twenty more have followed his example
since, including Sam McC read y who entered fro m
Sunningdale when he won the 1949 Amateur
Championship to complete a remarkable club double
with Jack White having been the Open winner 45 years
earlier.
Tolley, Storey, Kyle, the Hartley brothers, de
Bendern, Crawley, Bentley, Langley, Lucas, Micklem,.
McCready, Caldwell, Scrutton, Wolstenholme, Frame,
Critchley, King, Davies, Bonallack and Clark have made a
powerful impact on the Walker Cup fro m their
Sunningdale associations. The more than considerable
influence exerted for both club and country by the late
Gerald Micklem deserves, as no one will deny, special
mention. As an outstanding player his victories included
two English Amateur Championships, and after four
Walker Cup appearances he was twice non-playing team
captain. Administration roles, including the chairmanship
of the Rules of Golf Committee, The R&A Selection
Committee and the R&A Champ ionship Committee,
were recognised with his CBE from the Queen and the
Bobby Jones Award. The respect Sunningdale Golf Club
c o m ma n d s a r o und th e wo rl d t od a y o we s mu c h to
Micklem's devotion and wisdom.

Whitfield's new book specially produced to celebrate the
Club'sCentenary.

'SERGEANT-MAJOR' SHERIDAN
A GOLFING INSTITUTION
by Henry Longhurst

James Sheridan was the Sergeant-Major of Caddiemasters as Henry Longhurst recalled in this article he wrote when the
Club made their long-serving employee an honorary member in 1955.

The committee of the Sunningdale Golf Club
1955 conferred upon a singular man a
singular honour, unique so far as I know in the
history of golf. They summoned their caddie-master,
Sheridan, and, handing him a club tie, declared him an
honorary member. In thanking them he remarked quite
irrelevantly but, as all who have known him will testify,
with perfect truth, "Ah well, I've been making my own
rules and regulations around here for forty-five years
now."

proceed through the little iron gate, passing within two
feet of the clubs, and thence, without a single backward
glance, to the first tee. From here an occasional
apprehensive glance may go undetected but the master
hand does not descend to it. He remains with his back to
the office, facing nonchalantly up the first fairway.
Meanwhile, the party in front have driven off and
departed. One's partner and opponents have all got
caddies and one of them has actually teed his ball. This

Sheridan started at Sunningdale as a young fellow in
his early twenties and grew rapidly into an 'institution'.
He came from the neighbourhood of North Berwick and
his accent, despite nearly half a century amid the
sophistication of Ascot, continues uncompromisingly to
proclaim the fact.
The number of people who have waited in his little
office, scanning surreptitiously the highly coloured
andprovocative picture postcards with which the walls
are decorated, while Sheridan explains that there
isn't a caddie and how anyone at that hour of the day
could ever have e xp ect ed t ha t t her e wo uld b e
d ef ie s

head neither to the right nor to the left, to

hi s

comprehension, must now run into

thousands. They included for many years the Duke of
Windsor, thanwhom no one, I am sure, will hail the
honour done to Sheridan with greater acclaim.
Sheridan's assurance that no caddie is available has,
for the twenty-seven years I have known the club, been
instant and automatic. Once this preliminary gambit is
over, it becomes a war of nerves. Weaker brethren go off
muttering, carrying their clubs or fixing up a trolley. The
stronger-minded leave their clubs leaning against the
office and without further comment retire to the clubhouse, peering out from time to time to note that they
are still there, unattended and ignored.
As the crisis nears, only those with years of
experience have the nerve to make the correct move,
which is to march out of the club-house and, turning the

40

is the acid test. Survive it — and you've won. All the
same, as the Duke said, it was a damned close-run thing.

ARTHUR THE GREAT HIS
OPTIMISM WAS CONTAGIOUS
-Q0 0 -)t

by Clive Clark

A r t h u r L e e s h a d a b i g h e a r t , wo r e b i g g o l f

or 10 handicap player 12 strokes but as one member

s h o e t and loved a big game. He was a thick-set,

aptly observed, "Arthur may have appeared very

strong-looking

head

generous when working out the handicap arrangements

professional at Sunningdale for 27 glorious years. I

before a match but his opponent always discovered that

remember him coming on a trip with some of the

despite his generosity the allowance was always one shot

members to California. His love of golf was such that,

less than he really needed."

even though he was 76-years-old at that time he did not

competitor on the course and off it, too, when later in

restrict his playing to 18 holes. He played 36 like the rest

life when he was found to have cancer .Some weeks

of us.

after a second operation which removed large parts of his

Yorkshireman,

and

was

the

Arthur was a wonderful

I first met Arthur when I became the playing

innards, he appeared back at Sunningdale. He looked

professional at Sunningdale in 1967. I remember walking

frail but his strength was rapidly returning. One of his

into his shop with a brand new set of irons I had just

first games was with David Wickins, that kindly

received from the manufacturer. "I say," said Arthur, "I'll

extrovert and chairman of British Car Auctions. Wickins

just put those right for you." Within a jiffy, my sparkling

was returning to the clubhouse to write out a three-figure

new irons were in the vice and the dreaded 'bending iron'

cheque for Arthur when he was stopped by a member.

was out! As I watched dumbstruck Arthur, using all of his

"How is Arthur playing?" asked the member. "How is

12 stones, heaved away with this tortuous

Arthur playing?" snapped Wickins."What's left of him just

implement. "Now that's more like it", said
Arthur, inspecting my newly-contorted clubs.
Funnily enough, Arthur had an amazing feel with his
bending iron, and he could alter a club more effectively'
than

any

modern

piece

of

equipment

to

went round in 67!" A number of years ago, Gary Player's
son, Wayne came to stay in Sunningdale.
Wayne was about 18 years old at the time and a
confident, scratch player. He was out, in true Player
style, practising his bunker shots at 8 o 'c l o c k o n e

the

m o r n i n g. At a b o u t 1 0 . 3 0 h e w a s s t i l l practising

nearestdegree of loft or lie. It was a sobering even

from the same bunker when Arthur came by. Wayne's

frightening experience watching him setting about a

bunker play was quite exemplary — a blanket would

new set of clubs, but the bottom line was they always

have covered practically all of the 50 -or-so golf balls on

seemed to work better after he had performed his own

the green. "I'll just tell you where you're going wrong," said

special brand of magic. He had a golden touch.

Arthur. Slightly taken aback, young Wayne couldn't resist
retorting, "My dad is Gary Player, one of the finest

Although he lived in the South, Arthur retained his
Yorkshire accent, called a spade a spade and was as
tenacious on the golf course as any terrier that came from
Freddie Truman's home county. Never short of an

bunker players in the world. He taught me how to play
these shots." "Aye!" exclaimed Arthur, "And I taught
your dad!!"
In short, Arthur Lees was a lovable individual, a

opinion and always willing to give one, he was to golf

marvellous character and hugely respected by everyone.

what comedian Al Reid was to the old Light Programme.

He was a great advisor, raconteur and genial companion

Remember Al Reid — the comedian who always seemed

to all who played golf, not least to myself. I was proud to

to be predicting gloom and doom without any just cause

be his friend. He had enormous spirit and his optimism

Unlike Al Reid, however, Arthur always had the

was as contagious as it was reassuring. He enjoyed 84

solution.Arthur was a man of generous character and
was never stingy giving shots. He would often give a 9.
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i n c i d e n t - p a c ke d ye a r s a n d l i ve d e v e r y m i n u t e o f
everyone of them!

AN AMERICAN PERSPECTIVE
- IT WAS LOVE AT FIRST SIGHT
0-2

by Frank (Sandy) Tatum

close to matching the experience of playing golf for
Oxford at Sunningdale.
After the early Saturday morning bus ride from
Oxford we were greeted by the team Sunningdale had
organised to play against us — foursomes in the morning
and singles in the afternoon. The warmth of the greeting
was enhanced by coffee in the singularly inviting
members' bar.
The morning's foursomes on the Old course had the
added excitement for me of knowing that I was playing
the course Jones had identified for me years earlier. It
was easy to realise why he had rated the quality of the
course so highly. For me, therefore, it was love at first
sight, and that love affair has lasted for over 50 years with

Sandy Tatum

no diminution in intensity.
Convivial is as close as I can come to describing the

FOR ME THE TRUE PERSPECTIVE OF SUNNINGDALE GOLF CLUB

had its origins in the round of golf played
there by Bobby Jones more than 70 years ago.

lunch. The adjective takes on added meaning if you add in
the gin and tonic before lunch, followed by the claret, the

His score of 66 was so extraordinary that it was

port and then the kummel. I have often thought that,

international news. The new value, moreover, was

while the BCL degree was professionally useful, the

enhanced by his perceived quality of the course that he

putative Ph.D in golf I got at Oxford made the most

had played so brilliantly.

difference in my life. An important part of that putative

The significance of his remarks was such that the news
of Jones' high regard for the course and club reached a

degree was the utility of alcohol, particularly in view of
the weather we encountered in the afternoon round.

very young boy living in California. Young as I was, I had

In the afternoon singles I was paired against "Laddie"

a well developed adulation for Bobby Jones so any

Lucas. Modesty prevents my recording here the result.

information about his accomplishments were important
factors in my fast developing love of the game.
Seventy-plus years ago, therefore, Sunningdale had
acquired for me a distinct identity as a course of unusual
quality where Bobby Jones had performed to the very

Suffice to note that it added significantly to my reputation
as an American playing for Oxford in 1947. The postmatch gathering in that so special lounge bar gave
thatmemorable

day

its

ultimate

flavouring.

My

foursomes' partner that day was Ted Harker, who was

best of his undoubted talent.
Twenty-one years later, playing as a member of the

my best man when Barbara and I were married in

1947 Oxford University golf team, I had an opportunity

Oxford in 1949. It was during that first visit to

to experience Sunningdale. The Bobby Jones connection

Sunningdale that I met

added significantly to my anticipation but another factor
improved the prospect namely being an American playing
for Oxford in the context of the post-war euphoria. I
have played golf in many places around the world both
before and after my visit as a student and many of
thegames have been wonderful but no rounds have come
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The American Walker Cup side practised at Sunningdale before they played in the 1938 match

Gerald Micklem. It was a meeting that evolved into a

entertained, inevitably are delightfully stimulating.

treasured friendship. While a guest at Titlarks' Hill House

While my experiences at Sunningdale have had some

Gerald and I over a period of years compiled a wonderful

specially personal elements, I have no doubt that other

array of memorable rounds played at numerous courses

golfers from around the world have had similar
experiences and related perspectives. The impetus to
Sunningdale's

"For me the club has provided a host of

impressively

international

reputation

provided by Bobby Jones is the continuing worldwide

memories to treasure"

confirmation of the special and unique qualities of the
club, its members and its courses.
located at a variety of places around the country but the

Is it any wonder, therefore, that I return happily to

games at Surmingdale were always special.

Sunningdale whenever I can manage to do so. For me the

My introductio n to Sunningdale also led to

club has provided a host of memories to treasure and, if I

friendships and golf with so many others — Johnny

am fortunate, a whole series of fresh delights in this new

Boardman and Jeffrey Agate come quickly to mind as

millennium.

does the late Pat Ward-Thomas, the golf correspondent

Another top American who enjoyed his visit to Sunningdale was Dick Chapman

of The Guardian newspaper and John Laupheimer whose
experience in golf administration on both sides of the
Atlantic is considerable.
While, in my unhumble opinion, the quality of the
New course is a perfect match for that of the Old, when
I think of my golf at Sunningdale I think of the
experiences I have enjoyed on the Old, embellished by
the view from the tee at the fifth hole and playing the
10th in the full knowledge there could be a revival of
hope during the always welcome stop-off at the Hut.
Then there was always the challenge of the 12th, the
stimulus of a shot well played into the 13th and the
culminating delight of a second shot played well into the
heart of the 18th green with Surmingdale's signature oak
tree as the backdrop. Such thoughts, wherever
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and concentration. His devotion to the game,

by Michael McDonnell

which amounted to a passion, his dedication to its
organisation and his encouragement of innumerable
players have had no peer in my experience."
Moreover the Micklem curriculum vitae is pretty
overwhelming: twice English Amateur champion; Walker
Cup captain and player several times; Captain of the
Royal and Ancient Golf club; Chairman of various R&A
committees including Championship, Rules of Golf and
Selection.
Indeed Gerald is credited with taking the first steps in
the restoration of the Open to its proper major status
during his tenure on the Championship Committee. He
was also largely instrumental in the introduction of the
larger 1.68 inch diameter golf ball which raised playing
standards throughout Britain and Europe.
The list of accomplishments goes on: President of the
Golf Foundation and the Golfers Association as well as
the Association of Golf Writers, recipient of numerous
merit awards on both sides of the Atlantic as well as the
CBE for services to golf. He was for a time a member of
Augusta National and acknowledged as one of the world's

"I doubt that anyone in the game's history gave
Gerald Micklem handing over the first prize cheque at the Bowmaker to winner

more of personal gifts, time and means to the

Peter Thomson in 1960
HE REMARKABLE LIFE OF GERALD MICKLEM

T

b ears

cause of golf in all the obvious aspects and in a

ful so me testi mo n y to the o ld ad age that

host of anonymous ways besides"

when wo rk inter fer es with go lf — give up

— P a t W a r d - T ho m a s

the wo rk. Yet his decision to ab ando n a career
in stockbroking and devote himself to the sport he
loved was to earn him imperishable respect as one of
golf's most influential figures and benefactors.
The late Pat Ward-Thomas, one of his closest friends
and distinguished golf correspondent of The Guardian
newspaper for many years, wrote of him: "I doubt that
anyone in the game's history gave more of personal gifts,
time and means to the cause of golf in all the obvious
aspects and in a host of anonymous ways besides.
"I am certain, although there can be no way of
proving the fact, that no-one ever watched as much
golfas he did, or watched it with more interest
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foremost authorities on the rules of golf.
PB "Laddie" Lucas, his Walker Cup team-mate in the
1947 match at St Andrews, paid tribute in his own
autobiography: "No contemporary in British golf can
match the combined strengths of his playing and
administrative record — a composite contribution
without parallel."
Gerald's enthusiasm and interest in all aspects of the
game

as Renton Laidlaw, the golf writer and broadcaster,

so was unable to have a good gloat over the Scottish

discovered during one English championship at Walton

press when no Scot reached the last eight. The only

Heath when he mentioned jokingly that the Scottish

sadness is that Renton does not attend amateur events

Walker Cup candidates seemed to be doing very well in

these days, so that instant action on Scottish discomfort

their own Championship while their English counterparts

was impossible." That said, Gerald later offered Renton

were failing rather miserably at the Surrey venue.

full support when he was a candidate for membership at

Gerald bristled, raised his shooting stick like a

Sunningdale.

swordsman and pinned Laidlaw against the wall of the

Anyone who knew Gerald has a personal memory of

mixed lounge then declared: "When we pick a Walker

him whether it was sitting with his chums of the Bay

Cup side it has nothing to do with nationality. If you so

Window Brigade or more typically planning his

The high point of Gerald Micklam's amateur career was beating Ronnie White in the
final of the 1953 English Championship over White's home course, Royal Birkdale

so enamoured with those bloody Scots why don't you go
and cover their Championship." So saying, he marched
out. Laidlaw was stunned.

spectating strategy for the next day at whatever event
he found himself. It was a ritual he shared with his
South African friend George Blumberg who helped
many young golfers

A lady, sitting in the lounge and apparently unnoticed
by Gerald was non-plussed. Suddenly Gerald reappeared.
He had just become aware she was there. "I must
apologise profusely for my bad language and outburst
Madam, but that little Scot really does annoy me at
times." I recently discovered a note Gerald wrote to me
after he had been taken ill at the 1980 Amateur
Championship at Royal Porthcawl and had been obliged
to travel home early. Even so, he could not resist a goodnatured dig at the Scots.
"I took ill after the first day at Porthcawl," he wrote
--------------------------------------------------------------
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"Gerald bristled, raised his shooting stick like a
swordsman and pinned Laidlaw against the wall"
in his own country — Gary Player and Bobby Cole among

them — much as Gerald had done for the best of British
talent.
Ward-Thomas recalled in his memoirs: "Each day
they would lay their plans as to who they would follow.
Some flexibility was permitted according to the run of

Gerald Micklem handing over the "Golf Ilustrated"Gold Vase to
Doug Sewell in 1960

played from the wrong place but the Championship
play. But towards gin and tonic time Gerald and George

Committee concluded that as he was only four feet from

would return to discuss the events of the day."
_

In truth many aspiring young golfers owe Gerald a

many aspiring young golfers owe Gerald a

"

debt of gratitude for the manner in which he encouraged

debt of gratitude for the manner in which he

and actively helped them to compete at the highest level.

encouraged and actively helped them to

The very best progressed to the professional ranks —

compete at the highest level"

among them Nick Faldo, Peter Townsend, Clive Clark
and Warren Humphreys.

the hole and could have taken four putts to win by a

His own competitive career did not really flourish

stroke, the result would stand. It was, however, the first

until after World War II when he was in his mid-thirties

case in golf of "trial by television."

yet his results were immensely impressive. He won his

Those of us who covered golf during the Micklem

first English title by beating Charlie Stowe at Ganton by
one hole in 1947 but the high point came when he

years count ourselves immensely fortunate to have

defeated Ronnie White — then acknowledged to be the

enjoyed the company of this towering, at times brusque,

best amateur in Britain — for the 1953 title on White's

figure because he loved golf for its own sake and exuded an

home course at Royal Birkdale.

unashamed joy at simply being involved in all its aspects.

Gerald was never afraid at times to become involved
in controversy and in 1957, while sitting in Sunningdale

IN 1987 THE WALKER CUP WAS PL4YED AT

watching the closing stages of the Open Championship at

S U N N IN G D A L E . T H E C L U B D ID I T S PA R T S PL E N D I D L Y

St Andrews being screened for the first time on live

A N D R EC EI VE D : M U C H PR A IS E FO R TH E C O U RS E AN D

television, he noticed Bobby Locke, after marking his ball

THE ADMINISTRATIVE ARRANGEMENTS. THE MATH'

on the final green, take a putt to win the Championship

RESULT - A WIN FOR THE UNITED STATES — WERE

from the wrong place.

HOWEVER, A DISAPPOINTMENT.

The error was relayed instantly to Scotland and the
film replayed for officials. Locke most certainly had
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BOBBY JONES' LOVE AFFAIR
By BOB Keeler

WITH JEANNIE
DEANS'
is especially lavish with long two-shot holes, the toughest
Few may be aware of the part played in the

pars. Bobby used his mashie only twice and his mashie-

Grand Slam triumph of Bobby Jones in 1930 by the

niblick once, his second shots continually requiring a full

then Sunningdale professional Jack White.

iron, and occasionally a brassie. He holed only one long

White was an accomplished clubmaker and in 1926
when Jones came to Sunningdale to pre-qualifyfor the

putt of 25 feet, and to pay for it, he missed two putts of
five feet, each for birdies.

Open which he went on to win, the great man was
rummaging about in the professional shop and came

"Bobby never played with any other driver in

upon a driver Jack White had made. Jones liked it and

competition thereafter and he won ten major

won ten majors using it, as recalled in this article by

championships with Jeannie Deans"

Jones' biographer OB Keeler, in the Grantland Rice

aMOI,

edited collection of Keeler's work entitled: "The Bobby

Bobby had picked up a beautifully modelled driver

Jones Story" (The Fireside Press). This article recalls

from Jack White at Sunningdale, and he seemed to have

Jones 66 at Sunningdale in 1926 and his eventual

found a sudden inspiration in it. Old Jack had named the

victory at Royal Lytham and St Annes.

driver, Jeannie Deans. Anything in Scotland that is
beloved or heroic, is Jeannie Deans, after the heroine of
that name. Bobby never played with any other driver in
co mp et it io n t her ea ft e r a nd he wo n te n maj o r
championships with Jeannie Deans.

The

FINEST ROUND OF GOLF BO BB Y JO NES PLAYED

was at

Sunningdale on June 16th, 1926. It was h i s f i r s t
round

in

qualifying

for

the

Open

Championship at the Royal Lytham and St Annes Golf
Club course; 33, 33 — 66, four under the par 70 of the

The next day Bobby shot a 68 — 134 in total, a new
record for the British Open Championship: Ten under 4's
for thirty-six holes; 66 and 68 at Sunningdale at fullest
stretch, one 5 and one 2, all the rest 4's and 3's.

course, and six under 4's. There have been lower scoring

The British critics were buzzing with admiration

rounds, Bobby himself had scored better, but this card of

Bernard Darwin, the greatest of the British writers said

66 was played with a precision and a freedom from error

in the London Times: "After a reverential cheer at the final

never attained before or after by the greatest precisionist

green, the crowd dispersed awestruck, realising that they

of them all; incomparable in steadiness of execution.

had witnessed something they had never seen before, and

There was just one single error in the round. At the

would never see again."

thirteenth hole, a one-shotter of 175 yards, Bobby's iron

C.B. Macfarlane of the Evening News said: "It is

shot rolled into a shallow pot bunker, from which he

probably the finest golf ever seen in Great Britain. The

chipped and holed the putt. The mistake did not cost him

boy's game was perfect and chaste as Grecian statutary."

anything but it was single flaw in a perfect round.
He had no assistance from luck and needed none. He

The Sporting Life correspondent said: "It would seem that

played the first nine in 33 and the last nine in 33. He had

been reached."

33 putts and 33 other shots. He had neither a 2 to bring

Bobby said: "I wish I could take this golf course home
with me."

his score down; nor a 5 to mar it. The course is 6,472
yards around on the card, but it was a great deal longer
from some of the back tees used for this competition. It
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in this qualifying, the limit of individual effectiveness has

.

Bobby and I were well worried about this amazing

Both Bobby and Watrous were out in 36, Al holding

display of golf at Sunningdale. We knew he had reached

his lead, but the youngsters had not left Hagen a very

the peak of his game with the championship six days

wide opening on the first nine. At the fourteenth tee,

away. That night at the little Wheatsheaf Hotel, on the

Bobby was still two down with five holes left to play.

edge of Windsor Park, he was still pretty well strung up

Here I truly think he played the finest golf of his career,
and won as hard-fought a tournament. His magic putter

and we went with Archie Compston for a walk in the

had failed him in the pinch, and he must win without it,

park. It is nine miles around Windsor Lake and we went

if he was to win. He played the last five holes, the

all the way around. The luminous twilight still displayed

toughest five finishing holes I have ever seen, in

the calm of the huge rhododendrons; and the golden

4.3.4.4.4.
He beat Al by two strokes, and, arm in arm, they

crescent of a new moon hung in the sapphire sky. What a
night it was — in Windsor Park.

went to the clubhouse to await the verdict, Hagen being

The betting at Lloyd's suddenly went down to the

the jury. Oh, those rumours! We knew Hagen had done

inconceivable odds of 3 to 1, for the championship,

the first six holes two under 4's. He was greatly in the

theshortest ever quoted on such an event.
St Annes was a kaleidoscopic championship, the lead

chase. Another rumour. It was 33. Another. It was 32. I

changing with every round, but the dominant and

could not stand the suspense. I went down to the press

persistent impression was the brilliant duel fought all

room. On the way a man told me Hagen was two-under

through the last day by Bobby Jones, the young amateur,

for thirteen holes. That meant he could win with a 71. In

who won, and Al Watrous, the young professional who

the press room a British reporter was wrangling over the

was so near to winning. A grim and exhausting struggle

telephone much as we do in America, but with a different

with each other, which, it seemed, inevitably must kill off

accent. Finally, he said Hagen was two over 4's at the

both of them and leave Walter Hagen, starting an hour

14th. I turned right around and went back to the smoking

and half behind them, one of his finest openings. The plot

room and shook hands with Bobby Jones. Undeniably we
had again witnessed the old Hagen challenge. Four years

Bobby said of Sunningdale:

in the last five Walter had given battle and his share of

"I wish I could take this golf course

third place at St Annes was the lowest position he had

home with me"
-.1MNINIMMIOC

was complete; two great golfers in a death grip — and

"Bobby made the best speech of his

behind them the Old Haig, set to knock them both off,

career, which has contained rather more

when they should have bled each other white, and

actions than words"

drained the last resource of nerve and courage.
They started the final round in a situation as chastely

occupied. And it is due the bronzed soldier of fortune to

simple as it was dramatic. The cruel sifting process was

explain that he needed a simple par on the last hole for

over now; the magnificent gesture of Taylor; the steady

second place. Walter Hagen does not play for second

play of Von Elm and McLeod had not brought them close

place. As at Worcester last year, he gambled boldly — this

enough to threaten, barring a ghastly collapse by the

time with utter abandon, for he was trying to sink a

three leaders. Watrous, due to his spectacular 69 of the
morning round, led Jones by two strokes, and Hagen by

mashie pitch for top position. It seemed that every great

four. He was the pacemaker, and Jones to win must catch

figure in British golf was in that big room, coming over

and pass him — and all the while that implacable menace

to clasp the hand of the young American amateur, and

in the rear; the dark shadow of Walter Hagen. All day

not infrequently slapping him on the back or hugging

long, no more than two strokes separated these three

him in the most un-British manner.

men from each other. It was a killing triangle.
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"Bobby is the world's most lovable sportsman." they
said. "This is the most popular golfing victory ever seen
in Great Britain."
And there was John Norris of Hoylake, the oldest of
the professionals, shaking Bobby's hand as word came
that Hagen had to do two 3's to tie. And there were the
members of Britain's great triumvirate of the latest
generation, Harry Vardon, James Braid and J H Taylor,
with sixteen British championships among them. Ted Ray,
George Duncan, the brilliant Scot, and Harold Hilton,
the distinguished veteran of all the amateurs, who won
the British Open in 1897, five years before Bobby was
born. All crowded about the quiet boy to do him honour.
Forty national championships must have been around that
table.
I couldn't help feeling sorry for those British
professionals, with seven players from the United States
and one from South America in the first ten. They were
taking such a lacing! Sorry and sort of remorseful, for
they gave us the game and now we seemed to trample on
them.
In all the realm of sport, I never expected to see a
more affecting sight than old John Henry Taylor, 56 years
old, who had made a magnificent gesture for old
England, with a 71 in the third round, making his little
speech at the cup presentation; how he stood there,
square and solid and bald of head, and with the tears
running down his cheeks. He congratulated the victors
and said Bobby was the greatest golfer who ever lived.
And Bobby made the best speech of his career, which
has contained rather more actions than words; he told
them it was honour enough just to have his name on the
old cup with all those great names.
And the happiest part of the trip was the fifty mile
ride through a soft English twilight from St Annes to
Liverpool where Bobby and I took the night train for
London and home! Home with the Golden Fleece. I
think Bobby and I were not especially coherent on that
ride. I suppose we sat up and grinned idiotically at each
other frequently; and at times pounded one another on
the back. And we talked a lot about what the folks at
home were doing at that moment. That really was the
best of all, thinking of the folks at home.

CLIVE CLARK - MAN OF
MANY TALENTS
By Bruce Critchley
had not really wanted to retire!
In Clive's favour however, was the fact that he had
been the Club's tournament professional since joining
the paid ranks in 1966, so was well-known and muchliked by the membership. He was the protege of Gerald
Micklem, who had helped many a young amateur during
their impecunious youth. Certainly Gerald's influence at
the club played a significant part in Clive becoming first
the playing professional and later Arthur's successor.
Although both came from Yorkshire, Clive and Arthur
could not have been more different. Arthur was the
ultimate competitor, ready to back his skill with his own
money against all-corners. He had a tremendous belief in
his own ability and was never afraid to tell the whole
world about it. Technically Clive might have been the
b ett e r pl a ye r , but h e wa s a mu ch gent le r soul and
probably never fully achieved his potential in the paid
ranks.
It is arguable that the best of Clive Clark as a golfer
was seen during his amateur days. He first played for
England in 1964, at the age of 19, but it was the following
year 1965, that he won almost everything. Unfortunately,
his flowering talent coincided with a golden year for
Michael Bonallack, certainly Britain's greatest amateur of
the post war years.
In the winter of 1964/65 Bonallack, now an honorary
member of Sunningdale, had applied himself anew to
golf, taking a series of lessons from Leslie King in
London. He had always been a sensational competitor,
whose greatest skill was the ability to get up and down
Clive Clark had the awesome task of taking over from Arthue Lees

from almost anywhere. With the help of King he added,
for a time at least, a fairly consistent long game and it was

CLIVE CLARK, ONLY THE SIXTH CLUB PROFESSIONAL

in

S un n in gd a l e 's 1 00 ye a r h i s to r y h a d t o fo l l o w
A r t h u r L e e s - a t o u gh t a s k f o r e v e n a s e a s o n e d
club professional. For a young tournament professional
taking on his first club job, it must have been a daunting
prospect, especially as 'old Arthur' was still very much
about the place, doing much as he had done for the
previous 30 years, playing golf with the gamblers andgiving
the odd lesson. It would not have helped that Arthur
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he who won the big titles in 1965.
Yet Clive did win several of amateur golf's important
stroke play events that year. He began with the Lytham
Trophy over four rounds on one of our great links courses,
then followed up at Sunningdale with the 'Golf Illustrated'
Gold Vase and also the Scrutton Jug for the best combined
scores in the British Stroke Play Championship, the

Brabazon, and the Berkshire Trophy. But in the two big
match play championships, the Amateur and the English,

Not that his paid career was without success. In 1967 he

he lost to Bonallack in both finals.

was paired with Jack Nicklaus in the last round of the
Open Championship at Hoylake in the penultimate

Wi t h s u ch a fi n e ye a r , C l i ve wa s a n a u to ma t i c

group behind Roberto de Vicenzo, the eventual

selection for that year's Walker Cup team to be played at

winner, and Gary Player. He immediately dropped from
contention by starting 5,6, but rallied well for a round of

"Clive, having won two of his games and halved

72 and a share of third place. He also qualified for

another, was faced with a 3S-j6 ot putt on the

the Ryder Cup matches at Muirfield in 1973, but

18th green to save both his game and the

overall these were slim pickings for someone who at 20

overall match. To his eternal credit he knocked

years of age was one of the best young amateurs we
had seen for years.

it right in the middle"

So it was that in 1975, when Arthur Le es was
p r e v a i le d u p o n to r e t ir e fr o m t h e c l u b j o b a t

Five Farms Country Club in Baltimore. It was an epic
contest that Great Britain and Ireland really should have

Sunningdale, Clive put up his hand to take over. With the

won. Having dominated two series of foursomes and one

two being chalk and cheese, it was no surprise his

of singles, they needed just two p oints from the final

approach to the job was totally different to that of his

eight singles for their first ever victory on American soil.

predecessor.
Arthur had largely relied on his wits and gambling

It was not to be. The tough and experienced
Americans rallied at the crucial moment and in the end

skills to make a living, and a pretty good living it was too,

Clive, having won two of his games and halved another,

as many a financially savaged member of the club will

was faced with a 35-foot putt on the 18th green to save

testify! He never bothered much with his shop. A dark

both his game and the overall match. To his eternal credit

and gloomy place, it was lined with some old brown

he knocked it right in the middle and avoided what would

shelving he had won from a fellow pro. Although the shop

have been an embarrassing defeat. It was to be another 24

contained the essentials like balls and tees, there was

years before that first elusive victory 'over there' would

not much at the more exotic end, such as clubs and

be achieved.

clothing. A number of very good assistants passed
through his hands, including Sam Torrance, but all
found that Arthur expected them to 'mind the shop'

Following such a year, the re was little point in
delaying a move to the paid ranks. Both he and Peter

while he went out playing. Nor did he give much

Townsend were the first British players to try their luck

attention to their golfing ambitions. Torrance recalls he

on the US Tour, there being no European equivalent at

had to play with Arthur to satisfy the Club he was able to

that stage. Neither made any sort of impact on the other

do the job but never played with him again!
Although Arthur had been a daunting personality to

side of the Atlantic.

follow in one respect, there were several areas within

Maybe that experience dented Clive's confidence.
Within a few months he was taking advice from all sorts

the club professional's domain where Clive could throw

of people and lost the wonderful balance and rhythm he

light into what had previously been darkened corners.

had had as an amateur. When he first caught the public

To start with, part of his signing-on contract required the

eye as a teenager, he had a most distinctive shuffle away

Club to refurbish the professional's shop.

from the ball just before starting the backswing. It was

Clive himself had always been a natty dresser and

almost identical to Kel Nagle's pre-shot routine at the

during his playing days featured in several manufacturers'

time he won the Centenary Open in 1960. That

advertisements. He knew the many colours of cashmere

disappeared very early in Clive's professional career and

and most could be found in the copious display areas of

he never again produced the consistency or accuracy of

his new emporium.

his youth.
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Ally that to a natural flair for marketing and
assessing the needs of his clients and for the first time
Tom Haliburton, and later Bernard Gallacher, at
Wentworth, had some serious competition in the golfing
attire market.
Clive was also first class at recruiting and training
assistants, one of whom, Keith Maxwell, succeeded him
and remains Sunningdale's professional to this day. In the
decade he was at the club, Clive shrewdly assessed the
needs of all the members and provided exactly what they
needed.
About the time he was getting his feet under the
table at Sunningdale, Clive was asked to join the BBC
commentary team and for several years combined the
role of club professional with that of a TV personality.
Within a year or two he had convinced his BBC bosses of
the wisdom of having an on-course commentator to
complement Henry Longhurst and Peter Alliss in the
box. It was a role he filled superbly for them for nearly
20 years.

"He knew the many colours of cashmere and
most could be found in the copious display
areas of his new emporium"
IIMESIMMMMINNI1

As others have found, there is difficulty in serving
two masters and when Clive added a further string to his
bow by teaming up with Peter Alliss in golf course
design, it was time to move on. In 1984 he handed over
the reins to Keith Maxwell and became very much the
engine room to Alliss' front of house role in Alliss-Clark
Designs. As the millennium came to an end, he gave up
commentating and moved to the United States to pursue a
career in golf course architecture over there. Already he
has won an award for one of the American courses he has
designed.

INFAMOUS FEMALE FEATS
COMMANDING RESPECT
by Lewine

Mair
s

I t i s h a rd l y s u r p r i s i n g th a t t h e ma l e g o l f e r s

collapsed amid this Monstrous Regiment of Women who,

o f S u n n i n gd a le vi e w t h eir wo me n f o l k wi t h

it has to be said, could not have been more biased in their

a certain respect. Throughout the last century,

support of the girl.

their fairways were the scene of a number of famous,

To Henry Leach, whose article is prominently placed

even infamous, female feats starting with Cecil

in an early Sunningdale scrapbook, the match proved

Leitch's triumph over Harold Hilton in October, 1910.

absolutely nothing. He deplored the behaviour of the
crowd and made the point that "this mixture of excessive

Little did Hilton know what he was letting himself in

sentimentality did not seem quite in harmony with the

for when, in the summer of that year, Issette Pearson, a

idea of the strong, hard, sporting game as played by men

formidable first secretary of the Ladies Golf Union, asked

alone." He hoped the exercise would not be repeated.

that the country's top men should take the then 19-year-

Miss Leitch was nearing the end of her long and

old Cecil under their wing. Miss Pearson's worry was that

illustrious career when along came Joyce Wethered.

the poor child was not getting enough good match

Bobby Jones said of Wethered that she was the greatest

practice.

golfer, man or woman, he had ever seen, and Sheridan,

At 41, Hilton had two Open titles and two Amateur

Sunningdale's legendary caddie-master was of the same

Championship wins under his belt. Moreover, he still had

opinion. According to Sheridan, the Surrey golfer would

enough good golf in him to do the double of our Amateur

average 72 round either course off the men's tees in the

and its US counterpart in 1911. In his position as an

games she played with her brother and his Oxford friends.

embryonic older statesman, Hilton happily complied
with Miss Pearson's request, only to find himself up
against a ruthless young thing who thumped her irons
with masculine authority.

Though Joyce Wethered had come out of retirement
to win her fourth British Women's Championship in
1929, she was unavailable to play in the British women's
side which defeated their American counterparts at

The first 36-holes of this four-round contest were

Sunningdale in 1930. So healthy were the crowd figures

played at Walton Heath, with both players hitting from the

for that contest, and so great the interest from the golf

men's tees and Hilton giving his opponent a stroke on

writing fraternity, that all were agreed that the time had

every other hole. He finished the day with a one-hole lead.

come for the match to become official. Harriet and

After the first 18 -holes of the Sunningdale

Margaret Curtis, American sisters whose idea the

instalment, he lunched four up and, when he increased

match had been in the first place, presented a trophy and

that lead to five after three holes in the afternoon, it

the Curtis Cup started two years later at Wentworth.

seemed that the scoreline was the only thing in doubt.

There, everything went smoothly until lunchtime on the

As it was, Cecil started to hole putts and to unleash

first day when it became apparent that no-one had made

one lethal fairway wood after another. By the turn, she

any arrangements for lunch. The Americans returned to

was only one down.

their hotel but the British contingent had to eat scraps —

The 1000 strong crowd were mostly women adorned in

left-over cheese and crusts — foraged from the members'

hats with big hat pins which gave at least one male

dining room!

onlooker the feeling that they were armed. Hilton

At this period in the history of Stumingdale, the men

included. She is the one who has told of how, in those

still kept the women at arm's length or rather, out of

early days, any member caught fooling with another's

doors. Sheridan, for one, seemed to think that this was

wife was expected to stay away from the club for a

where they belonged, though there was the odd occasion

period of six months. How did she know? Because she

when he would sit a visiting woman down on the steps to

met one of the guilty parties slinking up the steps at the

the caddies room and give her a cup of tea! Lady Louisa

end of his six- months sentence and he was happy enough

Abrahams, who has dined with Royalty in her time,

to divulge the details of this unwritten rule.
In the 1950s, no woman made a bigger impact at

remembers being accorded this particular privilege.

Sunningdale than the visiting Babe Zaharias. Having

"Lady Abrahams can remember receiving an

played a friendly game over the course with a party of

angry note from the then men's captain. What

American women professionals, she met Leonard

had she done? She had dared to look in the

Crawley and soon arranged a friendly game in which she

window of the men's bar with a view to seeing if

wo uld play the former Walker Cup man for his
moustache. She won but, Crawley being the incorrigible

her husband, Charles, was in residence"

soul he was refused to remove the moustache.
Financial considerations, rather more than gallantry,

Some idea of what Crawley was up against can be

led to women being taken on as Associate Members in

gauged from the memories of Joe Morris, one of

1950. Diana Critchley became the first of the so-called

Sheridan's finest caddies. Joe had over-clubbed the Babe

Associate members, while she was shortly joined by

for the first three holes and, when they came to the men's

Hersey Langley and Joan Cowper. Looking back, Mrs

tee at the short fourth, had looked at her and said, "You

Langley marvels at the fact that the men were sufficiently

have me beat. Today, with the wind against a good man

avante-garde to give the trio equal rights on the course.

would require a 5-iron. Reaching for the bag he said "you

They saw no necessity, however, to allow them into the

take the 6-iron." She did and hit her ball to the far rim of
the green. The members could not believe it. As you

clubhouse and, for quite a while, they shared the same

would expect, their explanation was along the inevitable

cloakroom facilities as the caddies and had to wait on the

but unfairly ambiguous line that Babe Zaharias was no

terrace for any post-round drinks.

ordinary woman.

Eventually, the then captain suggested they form a

Just as the Curtis Cup had its origins at Sunningdale

committee and, to Joan Cowper's surprise, he agreed that

in 1974, the club hosted the American LPGA event,

the meetings should take place in the clubhouse.

tti, Colgate European Open, which convinced British

They were all good golfers, with Diana Critchley the

women golfers that they, too, needed a professional Tour.

star. She had won two British Girls' Championships along

It was an event to make the men sit up, too. Joan

with the British Women's Championship of 1930. Her

Cowper, for one, had been fascinated at the extent to

temperament was first-class. She was also an excellent

which the normally stoic men of Sunningdale were

putter, going straight up to the ball and sending it on its way

suddenly falling over each other in a bid to mark the cards

with a minimum of line-reading and nary a practice swing.

of such comely and fetchingly-attired professionals as

For the most part, relationships with the men could

Laura Baugh and Jan Stevenson.

not have been smoother, albeit Lady Abrahams, an

Judy Rankin at 5ft 3ins tall and a mere seven stone 12

erstwhile Czechoslovakian champion who was among the

pounds, won the inaugural event, thereby giving the lie

next batch of members, can remember receiving an

to that element who were still maintaining that a woman

angry note from the then men's captain. What had she

golfer, by definition, had to be something of a

done? She had dared to look in the window of the men's

heavyweight to be successful. If they needed any further

bar with a view to seeing if her husband, Charles, was in

convincing of this, it came in the shape of the svelte

residence. Throughout her life, Lady Abrahams, who

Carole Caldwell, a Sunningdale member, who won

played to plus 2 in her prime and was still playing to 20

Curtis Cup honours in 1978 and 1980.

in her late eighties, has never missed a thing, six footers

One young player on whom the new Colgate
89
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European Open made an impact was Laura Davies,
who lived in nearby Oxshott. Laura followed the deeds
of Rankin, Nancy Lopez and the rest on television and
already had a professional career in mind when, in 1982,
she turned up for the Surrey Girls' Championship at
Sunningdale
Laura romped through to the final where her
opponent was Sally Prosser. It looked as if the latter
would be the winner when Laura went to the turn in a 48
inflated by the trauma of a six-putt green. As it was, she
came home in 36 to draw level and the two were
dispatched to the 19th.

A small gathering of Sunningdale members, including
Gerald Micklem, had emerged from the clubhouse to
watch the denouement. As far as Laura can remember,
the first hole that day was playing in the region of 340
yards. To the open-mouthed astonishment of Micklem
and Co, she was home with a drive and 8-iron. She then
holed for an unanswered eagle to win her first title of any
note.
Laura had just turned professional when, in 1985, she and
Beverley New joined forces for the Sunningdale
Foursomes, arguably nowadays the most successful
foursomes event on the British golfing calendar. On the
first day, Laura and Beverley defeated Graham
Hepsworth and Paul Laycock by 7 and 5.
New holed a 6-iron at the seventh to put her team four
up, while Laura was outdriving Hepsworth by 20 yards.
What made it worse for Hepsworth was that every time
that happened, his wife, who was walking just ahead of the
party, would turn round and yell: "She's outdriven you
again, darling."
There was no shortage of sympathy for Hepsworth
from the Sunningdale spectators even if the sight of a
male being overshadowed by a woman was nothing new
to them. From Cecil Leitch, to Joyce Wethered, to the
Babe and to Laura Davies they had seen it all before.

HOW THE COLGATE WOMEN'S
OPEN HELPED EUROPEAN WOMENS GOLF

by David Foster

David Foster, then managing director of the multi-national Colgate Company, was the driving force
behind the world's top women professionals coming to Sunningdale for five years in a row to play an
event which was an integral part of the US Tour — but how did this come about? This is the story.

long-winded name —Women's Open Golf
Championship and we fixed a date in August
1974.
We wanted to hold it at my favourite
course, Sunningdale, but I was not too sure
that the Club would approve of our wanting to
stage the first major women's professional
tournament there. To test the water I arranged
to send Graham Lockey, a Sunningdale
member and a team of four lady professionals
led by Carol Mann to speak to Club officials. I
spoke to my friend Andrew McNair who said
he would clear it with Nick Royds, then the
current Club captain.

The FIRST DINAH
SHORE-COLGATE
TOURNAMENT took place in the spring of
1972 at Mission Hills Country Club in
California and its success depended on a new
and different approach to Ladies Professional
golf. This was (i) fix the prize money to equate
to Men's Tour prize money; (ii) play the
tournament on a first class golf course and (iii)
promote it on national television and see that
end-aisle
promotional displays for Colgate products
featured pleas
for store customers to watch it. I t helped to
have the salesmen negotiating the displays
hand the vice-president in charge of dealing
with such
matters an invitation to attend the event and if
he was a golfer even a spot in the pro-am
which he was not allowed to pass on to
someone else. It was for him alone. As a
result, the on-course attendance was
outstanding with many top celebrities coming
along to watch. The TV ratings were much
higher than anyone could ever have
anticipated. We at Colgate learned a great
deal from this first tournament and the
following year the Colgate-Dinah Shore
Winners' Circle broke all known records for
attendance and TV coverage with the novel
idea of having the commercials
feature the women professionals as
spokeswomen instead of the usual advertising
agency talent.
We now knew we had a spectacular event
on our hands and felt confident that the plan
to take women's professional golf abroad
could be equally successful.
There was no European WPGA tour at this
time but it was decided that England should
be the first foreign country to have an open
invitational event which would bring together
the best British and European amateurs to
challenge the best of the US women

The "Girls" had an enjoyable time playing a
round with some of the members, including
Sean Connery and when I received the good
news not only of the acceptance of the event
but also that the team of women professionals
had been invited into the hallowed sanctuary,
the men's bar, I knew we could move forward
with confidence.
There was, however, an objection to the
suggested August date. That was the month
the staff had its annual vacation, but when
consulted all gladly agreed to forgo their
holidays
during
the
week
of
the
Championship.
Another issue we had to decide was
whether to give the event to ITV or BBC. No
SKY in those days!
We knew we could screen our own
commercials on the commercial channel
which reached about 60 per cent of homes.
The BBC, which reached 100 per cent of TV
homes, had no commercials but we chose the
BBC and asked our English company
management to find other means of bringing
the sponsor's Colgate identity to the
public.This it did with billboards on all railway
stations heading towards Sunningdale. Large
Colgate banners were erected on the back of
each tee, and on the back of the caddie' bibs.
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professionals.

We

gave

it

a

rather

It was surmised, quite rightly, that the BBC

cameras could not help screening many shots
featuring the Colgate name.
The BBC did object, however, to the golf
professionals wearing caps that advertised
another club or product. Sally Little was one of
those told not to wear such a cap but solved
the problem by sewing the letters BBC on to
cover the former offending logo for a well
known women's product. On the walk from the
lot to the club house we erected a large
marquee so placed that all spectators had to
come through it to reach the golf. Its sides
were lined with suitable Colgate parking
product advertisements, and each person
passing through was given a free sample tube
of Colgate Dental Cream. Next step in our
pre-planning was to tie up the inaugural
European-Colgate
Women's
Event
at
Sunningdale in August with the Colgate-Dinah
Shore event held earlier in the year. For
instance, players in the top five places in each
event would be automatically eligible for the
other tournament. Then the top 30 ranked
players as of July 1, 1974 on the US LPGA
money list would qualify for Sunningdale
automatically. LPGA Hall of Fame members
also would receive invitations to play in
England in the 54-hole tournament as the
original Colgate-Dinah Shore had been in
1972 although both tournaments were
lengthened to 72 holes from the second year
onwards.
Then at least a dozen Sunningdale
members and their wives were invited to
attend the 1974 Colgate-Dinah Shore and
play in its to pro-am events as Colgate's
guests. So, too, were sports writers from the
British media, with their wives of course, and
in most cases the wives remained with us in
Palm Springs while their husbands attended
the Masters which was played in the following
week at Augusta. This positioning of the
Colgate tournament either one week before or
one week after the Masters was intentional.
In addition, and because we also planned a
women's professional golf tournament in
Melbourne for December, 1974, members of
the Australian press plus officials from the
host venue, the Victoria Golf Club in
Melbourne, were invited to attend the Mission
Hills event as well. It truly was an international
gathering off and on the course.
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When it was time for the Sunningdale event we
flew the qualifying LPGA golfers from NewYork,
met them at Heathrow and whisked them to a hotel
at Englefield Green which turned out not to be a
great success. In future years we used the Royal
Berkshire and the Berystede Hotels.
I had arrived at Sunningdale a few days ahead of
everyone else and Mullens had approached me
with the question "For whom should I caddy?" I
said, "You couldn't do better than Judy Rankin
who had won the Dinah Shore in April," and so it
came to pass!
I had warned the players about the heather and
the need to keep out of it, but I do not think they
believed me until they got in it. From them on they
concentrated on accuracy and not length!
The gallery was impressed with the quality of
golf, and I can remember the look of
incredulousness when Joanne Carner put her
second shot on the green at the first hole.
The golfing "girls" were equally impressed, and
made such positive and rewarding comments as
"tough but great", "challenging, and I love it" and
"give us a course like this every week".
Judy Rankin, with Mullens on the bag, duly won
and had this to say: "I don't think there are many
golf courses like this in the world. The penalties
here are worse than on any course I've ever played.
I realise there is much more of an art in playing
golf here than at the courses we play at home.
When you win at Sunningdale, you really do feel
like a winner!"
For the next five years the event was staged
beautifully, the golf was brilliant and shown
worldwide on television. We at Colgate were more
than happy at the branding opportunities provided
and everyone enjoyed themselves. There was, too,
the added bonus that the publicity generated by the
event not only encouraged some of Europe's top
amateur women to turn professional but hastened
the formation of a European Tour.
It was all well worth the effort.

PEACE FOR HALF A CENTURY
AND A WELCOME FOR THE LADIES
_

An Extract from John Whitfield’s “History of Sunningdale Golf Club 2000”
Comsiderable damage has been done to three

respectively; also to consider a possible issue of bond

holes of the N e w Cours e during the militar y

sand whether the restoration of the New Course

t r a i n i n g e x e r c i s e s ; i n vi e w o f t h i s , a n d t h e

should be completed or abandoned.

condition of the remainder, it was clear it would be some time

St John's College had waived the rent for 1948, and

before the course could be re-opened.

the half-year to 30 June, 1949. The continuing generosity

As a result of an initiative by Brigadier-General AC

on the part of the College was very much appreciated.

Critchley in 1948, an arrangement was made with the

At the EGM in October, a lengthy discussion of the

Artisans Club whereby in return for an improvement in

proposals resulted in substantial differences in opinion,

their playing rights on the New Course they would

and it was agreed to adjourn the meeting for one month.

supply labour to assist in its re-opening. Thus by autumn

At the adjourned meeting it was agreed to issue bonds to

1948 ten holes had been re-opened. A further five were

reduce the overdraft, and to the increase in subscriptions.

in play by the spring of 1950, but the remaining three
holes requiring major work were not ready until

There was a further proposal to admit Lady Members. It

October, 1950, when the New Course was formally re-

had been clear for some time that younger men who

opened.

could have been suitable candidates for membership were

The Old Course had been maintained as far as was

favouring neighbouring Clubs where ladies were

possible, and within a couple of years after the end of the

admitted, and there was also the additional incomes the

war was ready to be host to major events. In 1948 the

ladies would bring. The admission of Lady Members

Golf Illustrated Gold Vase, the Daily Mail and the Dunlop

would thus have a beneficial effect on the Club's finances

professional tournaments were all played at the Club.
In 1949 Percy Boomer, the Club professional, who

a n d m e m b e r s h i p , q u i t e a p a r t fr o m a n y o t h e r
considerations. However, after much argument, it was

had been ill for some time, died. Arthur Lees, the

decided to postpone a decision for one year when the

professional at Dore and Totley Golf Club, Sheffield, was
appointed to the post. Arthur, with his inimitable brand

financial position would be reviewed. The proposal to

of Yorkshire humour, became one of the great characters

complete the restoration of the New Course was carried

of the club in the latter half of the century.

mem con.

Although the courses and the Clubhouse were by now

One week after the EGM a Committee meeting was
held. Those present were the Captain — GL d'Abo — H
Gibson Fleming, TE Cunningham, GA Roberts, SG
Sillem, FSA Baker, GE Beharrell and the Earl of Lindsay.
It was reported that Brigadier General AC Critchley
,

recovering from the effects of the war, the finances of the
Club were facing the familiar problems which arise when
income does not meet expenditure. At a Committee
meeting in September, 1949, it was reported that the
Club's overdraft of some £5,000 was likely to rise to
£8,500 by the year end. It was decided to call an
Extraordinary General Meeting to consider raising

subscriptions by four guineas for a Full Member and two
guineas for the Junior Member, the then current
subscriptions being fourteen guineas and nine guineas
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present membership without raising subscriptions.
Rather than do this, however, they proposed to increase
the me mb ers hip and keep the current rates o f
Wing Commander PB Lucas and NJ Smyth had resigned
from the Committee.
A stormy discussion took place, with GE Beharrell,
supported by SG Sillem and TE Cunningham, taking the
vi e w t h at i t wa s fo r t h e Co m mi tt ee to d ec id e
subscription rates, and that the EGM decision could be
ignored. FSA Baker considered the Committee could not
go against the decision of an EGM. Lord Lindsay said it
was obvious that both the Club and the Committee were

subscription. It was suggested that every member should
set himself a target of introducing at least one new
member.
Instead of the bond issue, a fund for outright gifts
would be opened to reduce the bank overdraft which had
risen to £11,000.
Finally, a referendum paper was enclosed with
detailed proposals for the election of Lady Associate

split, and that the whole Committee should resign,

members. The referendum replies showed a large

leaving the members to elect a new Committee. This got

majority in favour of admitting the ladies, and the

no support, so Lord Lindsay thereupon resigned and

proposals were implemented. The Secretary, GG Kirke,

withdrew.

retired in May and was made an Honorary Member. It

FSA Baker and H Gibson Fleming then proposed that

was decided to sell the Secretary's house, "Sunnyside",

the subscription increases agreed at the EGM should go

for £6,500, and the post was offered to, and accepted by,

ahead. On a vote, Baker, Fleming and the Captain voted

Bernard Drew, then Secretary at Deal (Royal Cinque

in favour, Beharrell, Cunningham and Sillem against. The
Captain used his casting vote to carry the motion.

Ports Golf Club). He agreed to live in the Clubhouse,
which was a further help to Club finances.

Beharrell and Sillem then resigned and withdrew.
In the following week the Captain resigned, as he had
been put in an impossible position, and the Club had a
major crisis on its hands.

St John's College was still foregoing the rent, but
with the measures now decided upon the Club resumed
payment from Christmas, 1951. As already mentioned,

A Caretaker Committee was formed under the

the College had been extremely helpful to the Club

chairmanship of TE Cunningham (known as "TEC"), the

during its financial difficulties, and furthermore had

previous year's Captain, to act until the next AGM.
A circular was sent to members stating that

contributed £500 towards the restoration of the New
Course.

subscriptions would not be raised, a bond issue would be

During all this turmoil the following Suggestion

made, and members were invited to make voluntary

appeared in the Book: "It is suggested that the Committee

donations to Club funds. Nominations for the Captain

should alter the colours of the Club tie. I suggest many

and Committee for 1950 were invited. A postal ballot

members consider the present tie to be an unworthy

would be held, and those elected would take office at the

symbol of Sunningdale."

AGM in February. There were two nominations for
Captain — the only occasion such a procedure has been
followed — and 18 nominations for the Committee.
At the 49th AGM TE Cunningham was elected
Captain with nine Committee members. The meeting
agreed that the views of all members should be sought on

The Reply was: "The Committee consider that as the
present colours are so well known it would be a mistake
to change them, notwithstanding the significance which
has been attached to them in some quarters."
This Reply is a reference to a remark attributed to

proposals to rectify the financial situation, and on the

Henry Longhurst when he was told that the blue and

admission of Lady Members. The Committee was

brown striped tie was that of Sunningdale. Any member

empowered to take whatever action it deemed fit on

of more than a few years standing would be able to

consideration of the replies.

inform the reader what the remark was!

Accordingly, having examined the state of the Club's
finances, the Committee wrote to members a month
later saying it was not possible to run the Club with the

The Club now entered calmer waters, and in the next
few years little of note occurred on the administrative side.
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THE ARTISANS AND THEIR 90
YEAR HISTORY AT SUNNINGDALE
by Renton Laidlaw

Althought the Sunningdale Club is celebrating
its Centenary this year the Sunningdale Artisans are not
far behind in their celebrations. Just ten years after the
founding of the main Club by TA Roberts, the Artisans
held their first meeting and competitions.
-

C lub whi ch h a s i ts o wn h e adqu ar te r s clo se b y th e
practice ground, rose to over 100 the numbers have now
been pegged at 60 -20 more than the original

Back in 1910 the club, with an original membership

membership back in 1910."

of 46, was known as the Ridgemount Workman's Golf
Club which was changed later to the Sunningdale-

Secretary Dennis Goddard insists that getting into

Ridgemount Artisans and finally in the late 1920's to the

Sunningdale Artisans these days is more difficult than

present name which underlines the closeness of the

trying to get into Eton College. "We have a long waiting

relationship between the two Clubs.

list but it slow moving — very slow."

Sunningdale Golf Club and Sunningdale Artisans Golf

"They are a good bunch of lads," says the president

Club may have had their ups and downs over the past 90

which would nevcr be denied although the average age of

years but entering the new millennium the relationship

the 'lads' is 50! In this respect the Artisans Club is like any

could not be more satisfactory.

other long-established Club

In the early days the members of the Artisans clubwere

M e mb e r s , wh o p a y a n a n n u a l fe e o f h a l f wh a t

local tradesmen and the servants of the main members

members of the main Club pay, can play both courses as

who having driven their employers to the course had

long as they tee off before eight o'clock in the morning o r

to hang about sometimes for eight or nine hours until the

after 4.30 in the afternoon. There is a further
concession, however, in that members may also play the

day's golf was over. It seemed logical then that the

New course at any time if the caddiemaster confirms that
times are available. Back in the 1930's they had to wear a
badge when playing but this is no longer necessary. It is not
surprising that the Artisans have special privileges
over the New because it was their hard work between

chauffeurs spent their waiting time playing themselves

1948 and 1950 which restored the course to its rightful

in order to prevent boredom setting in..

state after it had become overgrown during the war. At
a time when the main Club was strapped for cash the

In addition workers maintaining the railway lines in the

clearance was much appreciated as was the regular

area were enthusiastic early members. They worked on

repairing on both courses of divots which the artisans

the tracks at night, popped up to Sunningdale for

undertook for many years.

breakfast and, in summer at least, a quick round finishing
almost as members of the main Club were just arriving.
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Times have changed but the atmosphere among the
artisans remains as it always has been. President Toddy
Hanbury says: "Today most of the members are locals
living within a five mile radius of Sunningdale village.
Although at one point the membership of the Artisans
132

"We do not do divot work now," sa ys secr etar y
Goddard, "but we are delighted to be called into action

understanding — unwritten of course between the two

when the Club plays host to a major golf event. Normally

Clubs — which ensures a wonderful relationship which is

we are given the job of stewarding and there is never any

stronger than ever as we move into the new millennium."As

shortage of willing volunteers."Like the parent Club, the

secretary Goddard explains: "The Sunningdale artisan

Artisans have a busy fixture schedule which keeps the

looks forward to his weekend golf despite of the early

golfers competitively sharp, including the Barrow Cup,

start. The greens initially may be slow but as the sun comes up

first played for in 1930, the JRA Stroyan Challenge

they speed up and putting strokes are adjusted accordingly.

Cup and the Cecil Trophy or rather trophies because EF

Incidentally any grouping guilty of slow play can expect a

Cecil presented one for junior as well as senior golfers.

lecture from the captain over a beer and a sandwich as

Another of the trophies they play for was presented by

the cards are marked."O n r e c e i vi n g h i s s w e e p mo n e y

HRH The Prince of Wales back in 1933, a year after the

t h e wi n n e r i s required to buy all the competitors the

club was affiliated to the Artisan Golfer's Association.

drinks and if he has left the clubhouse before receiving his
prize he will be given his chance when next there.
In those days the membership was 140 and the annual
subscription just five shillings with no playing rights on
The rules are very strict on this as is the custom of the

Saturday.ast year the club members were delighted
when

Andrew

Inglis

won

the

golfer or golfers who lose the 10th footing the bill for

Artisans'

coffee and sausage sandwiches at the Halfway Hut."There

Championship and Sandy Herd Memorial Trophy at

is a marvelous spirit at the club and any problems

Swinley for the second time. This is a title which the

there are, suggests secretary Goddard tongue in cheek,

club's low handicap man and county golfer Brian Turner,

only start when you arrive home! The mother- in-law

the Sunningdale's course manager and current Artisans'

has arrived early, the neighbours on both sides have

captain, has won seven times in 1972, 1981, 1986 and

cut their lawns and tidied their gardens leaving you a job

four years in a row from 1991 to 1994. Last year Turner, a

that has to be done before dinner. Little chance then o f a

winner of the Mid-Age Championship in 1994 and

relaxing afternoon but at least there are the

1995, was runner -up to Inglis, also a County golfer,

memories of good morning's golf on a great course and

in the Artisan's event in which his uncle Tom (Archie)

in convivial company. That cannot be bad.

had the first Sunningdale success back in 1954.

The Artisans annual match for the LW Needham Cup with
the Sunningdale club, held the Saturday following the
annual dinner, is one of the highlights of their
summer programme. Although the trophy was presented
only in the 1970's the match itself was started back in
1931 and is much enjoyed even if it is the main Club that
wins the encounter most years. There is also a match
against the Sunningdale Ladies. O v e r t h e y e a r s t h e
Club,

proud

of

its

own

independence

within

well-defined and readily acceptable guidelines, can point to
several members who have gone on to become PGA club
professionals

"While the artisans at many other clubs have been
disbanded or severely curtailed there is only strong
s u pp o rt fo r th e m a t S un n ingd a l e . Th e r e i s a to t a l
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Walker Cup Members of
Sunningdale
By Peter Ryde. Times Golf
correspondent
THE Walker Cup match is not concerned with
club membership. In the best record books you will
not find them mentioned; in the preliminaries to the
match, perhaps, but once the match is on, each man is
playing starkly for his country, in the wider sense,
and for nothing else. If a list were made of the clubs
whose sons, however ephemeral, adopted, honorary,
or put-time, had contributed to the success of this
gathering, it would be found to be varied and
wide-ranging. It would stretch from Cawder in the
north to the English Channel, and from Norwich in
the east to the west of Ireland. What follows does not
spring from a desire to compete with other
distinguished clubs for honours, but from a desire to
share in that brotherhood in arms that has sustained
this rather wonderful fixture for more than half a
century.
The British Isles have always been proud to use
for their premier golf events a variety of links, that
particular kind of course with which they are so
richly endowed. Prominent among the advocates of
this policy has been Gerald Micklem 1947, 49, 53, 55
and the decision of the Royal and Ancient to take the
Walker Cup inland for the first time in this country,
put him into a quandary, for he is the most
distinguished member of the club to which they have
taken it He became their first President of the
modem era in recognition of all that he has done,
not only surely for the home club, but for the game
in general; and I like to think that what he has done
for the Walker Cup, in particular, was not a million
miles from the thoughts of those who chose the
venue, which is not to say that it was their primary
consideration. For no one has given more to the cause
than he in loyalty and efficiency. The Americans may
not always have understood what he was saying, or
necessarily have agreed with him when they did, but

they came to respect him not only for his ability as a
golfer— if you doubt it, trying beating those two giants
of the American game, Campbell and Coe, in a
foursome, even with John Morgan as partner, and
then staying with a youthful Gene Littler for 33 holes
in the singles— but also for his integrity. Integrity
shines through, and Americans are as quick as any
to recognize it.
Micklem is one of several Walker Cup men
whose names adorn the almost embarrassing
number of boards that look down from the walls on
those spectators or players who have reached the
19th hole. There is variety and richness of
character there. Some adjectives attach
themselves to individuals; the labels may not always
be appreciated, but "majestic" is one to which not
even Cyril Tolley (1922-26, 30,34) could have
objected. Darwin has left an indelible picture of
him, pipe in mouth, putting for the half from 14
feet, and starting to walk off the green without a
gesture while the ball is still rolling, leaving his
caddy to pick it out of the hole.
I feel sure he had this quality off the come as
well: when he was winning a medal at Cambrai
in the First World War, or when he was being
awarded £1,000 damages in libel action against a
chocolate firm who had used a picture of him in
an advertisement without his permission. By
doing so, he submitted, they gave the false
impression that he had broken the amateur code
by accepting payment Of course there were also
times when his poise must have been tested, as
when he became a prisoner of war, or when he
was beaten 12/11 by Bobby Jones
in 1926; but then, as Darwin said of the latter
occasion: a nun could lose to Jones by double
figures, and still walk off the course without a
stain on his reputation.
Majestic won't quite do for Leonard Crawley
(1932, 34, 38, 47), though he came pretty close to
it. I first began to get the measure of the man
when we crossed to Ireland in a boat

bearing in her bosom his aged Rolls Royce, long ago
discarded by Lord Rosebery. I admired the way
Crawley sat in the saloon during the crossing,
absorbed in preparatory work for the tournament: an
appraisal I imagined, of which team in the home
internationals had the best chance. Not at all; it was a
carefully worded statement on the expenses for the
trip which each of us was going to have to pay. later,
at the venue in a small room which served as a press
mom, with enough telephones but not enough room,
he had got through to London and was having
difficulty in making the telephonist on the Daily
Telegraph get the drift of his message. He was given
to flights of fancy sometimes in his choice of words,
and on occasions — there was a bishop in the family
—they had a Biblical flavour, "Tell it not in Gath" he
roared into the antiquated mouthpiece; "no, not gas
—G for geranium --A for apple ..." I was wondering
what would happen when he got to the bit in the
quotation about the "streets of Ashcylon ..." when
the secretary of the Golfing Union of Ireland poked
his head into the pandemonium and invited us all to
drinks with the President adding, as he withdrew, in
flawless Irish, "Should you happen to be late,
you'll still be in plenty of time." Everybody
suddenly felt much better, and Crawley soon
slammed down the receiver.,

scored a bull's-eye on the great Cup itself
standing on display at the back of it. The unique
dent thus incurred has, alas, been ironed out.
At St Andrews in 1938 he was one of the
victorious team, winning his foursome with Frank
Pennink who in the singles the next day was so far in
arrears at lunch as to be the only member of the team
allowed to drink kurnmel. Came the war, and then in
1947 Crawley was paired with Laddie Lucas (1936,
47, 49), a brilliant lefthander, when the match
returned to St Andrews. Together, they started with
fearful jitters: Lucas. who had an exceptionally brave
war record as a fighter pilot, fluffed the second at the
1st short of the burn and they took three putts from
nowhere at the 2nd. Two down, of course, but they
got a hold of their nerves, and with Crawley driving
beautifully and Lucas hitting his irons on target,
they won.
Crawley in the singles was one of the few hopes
on the home side, standing two up at lunch, but the
full stay provided a striking illustration of one of the
cardinal rules of playing against Americans: give
them an inch and they will take a mile; for Crawley,
after taking three fives in the first four
holes after lunch, stood helplessly by as Bud Ward
birdied the 5th, and then produced five threes in a
row round the loop.

Crawley's golf was in the highest class. To
borrow Darwin's words he swung the club with that
drowsy rhythm of which the Americans, Jones,
Ouirnet, and Evans were supreme examples; he was
one of those whose rhythm was infectious and
encouraged his opponents to play above themselves.
Off the course his working life was something of a
riot; firm favourites in his luggage when he went
abroad were curling tongs (for his moustache),
Indian clubs (which 1 never saw him use) and a
pair of braces in MCC colours, reminding us that he
was also good enough at cricket to have played for
his country.

Another name in that victorious team can be found
by the diligent searcher on the walls of the club: Harry
Bentley (1934-38). An ex-patriate from Lancashire,
he was in essence one of the key figures in the plot A
man of worthy experience and shrewdness, who
wasted few shots and little time, his skill round the
green might have been learned from the doyen of
Sunningdale's professionals, Arthur Lees, himself. He
provided the perfect partner for the unbridled
brilliance of the young Irish prodigy, Bruen, and in
their halved foursome which ensured a British lead in
the first day's play, he has always been given the
major share of credit His omission from the singles
was one of those captain's decisions which, since we
won, was hailed as an inspiration, but which, had we
lost, would no doubt be judged to have been an act of
supreme folly St Andrews is associated with our
only other victory, in1971, when Michael Bonallack

But on the course he was no laughing matter as
an opponent, even though, without the guidance
of Mullins, prince of Sunningdale's caddies, to
guide him in matters of distance, he overshot the
18th green at the Country Club (1932), and

(1957-73) captained the
team with imagination backed by a vast
experience. Sunningdale is one of numerous
clubs of which, through his brilliant career. he
has
become an honorary member, but it is one for
which he must have special feeling, since it was
for many years the home of the Golf Illustrated
Gold Vase, among whose distinguished list of
winners (including Bobby Jones in 1930)
Bonallack's name appears no fewer than six times.
But St Andrews was not always good news for
us. The year 1955, for example, was one of gloom:
one of the foursomes went badly astray, and the
weather on the second day was such that frown
fingers gripped raised umbrellas—and June was
only a few days off. The only rays of sunshine were
two victories in the singles. One came from Blair
who pitched dead at the 36th to beat Conrad who the
following week won our Amateur championship;
and the other from Ian Caldwell (1951, 55) who
finished staunchly in defeating Dale Morey, a loyal
friend over the years of the same championship. It
is hardly surprising that Irish golfers, who have
made an outstanding contribution to the Walker
Cup, should find enough fine courses in their own
country not to have to join others on the mainland;
but one Irish name appears on Sunningdale's was
that of Max MacCready (1949, 51)1 an outstanding
player at a time when we were much in need of
them. He also holds the distinction of being the only
Sunningdale member to have won the Amateur
championship.
Since characters are meat and drink to the
scribbler—though they may be no more important to
a team than the quiet man deficient in eccentricity
—some prominence must be given to Count de
Bendern who, as John de Forest, played in the 1932
match as Amateur Champion. He became the victim
of the waggling disease in its most aggravated form. It
was as though he were wrestling with some inner
demon which, since he could not exorcise it, he must
humour until it allowed him to hit the ball. As Darwin,
who loathed slow play, cornmented: "It must have
been desperately hard work for him, and it is fair to

add that it was also rather hard work for other
people." He made a complete recovery from the
disease but though he played attractively again, he
was never quite so good as when after reaching the
1931 Amateur final he went one better the following
year.
He was much the same vintage as Rex (1930, 32)
and Lister (1932) Hartley, the only brothers to play
together in the sixty-odd years of the match.
Peter Lawless, a golf writer in the highest class
who was killed when acting as war correspondent
in 1945 at Rernegen, where the Americans were
first across the Rhine in Germany, said of these
two and of certain others in the 1930s that their
golf tended to be brilliant but flighty.
Unfortunately, in international matches against
the United States, the day more often goes to
deliberate steadiness, to the man who can keep the
bad shot out of his round and whose game gets
better as the holes run out.
No single word can embrace the variety of style
and character that have emerged, in this context, from
the club. From it have come enduring champions and
shooting-stars. brilliant swash-bucklers and scholarly
perfectionists, dyed-in- the-wool amateurs and future
professionals. The swashbuckling class might include
John Davies, most recent of Sunningdale's recruits to
the mach (1973-79.) His modest and evident love of
the game is easy to understand when one considers
the breath-taking strokes he is capable of hitting He
stands at one end of the line that starts with Tolley in
1922, and just behind him, Denis Kyle (1924), not
to be confused with Alex who helped to wag our
tail in 1938.
In a sense perfectionist is an unsatisfactory word,
for every golfer is one, never believing that he has
reached his ceiling, however well he has just played.
Scholar is perhaps a better word: one who believes
that there is a perfect way to strike a golf ball, and
that through a complete understanding of the theory
of the game he can achieve it. I imagine this quality to
exist more strongly in players like Eustace Storey
(1924-28), Philip Scrutton (1955-57) and John
Langley (1936, 51, 53.) Langley vied with Lucas for
the role of youngest player in the Walker Cup; and if
18 does not sound very young by modern standards,
it was certainly a lot more significant at that time. -

Storey was also a bit of a prodigy — that hard-worked
word — for he was only just down from university
when he reached the final of the British Amateur,
introducing a new or little known version of the
putting stance, in which the ball was played off the
right toe with the left foot tucked coyly in
behind the other. Blemishes of technique, which
most of us can accept as inevitable, probably hurt
Scrutton more than anyone: he nearly always made
an exciting contribution to an event and at a time
when British golf was climbing, sometimes painfully,
out of the post-war doldrums, his talent was sorely
missed when a road accident ended his life.
Two Walker Cup members turned professional, one
of them Michael King( 1969, 73) earning the
distinction of playing against the United States as a
professional, while managing to retain the largely
amateur characteristic of appearing at least to be
enjoying what he was doing. 'The other was Guy
Wolstenholme (1957, 59), who had begun to make
his mark in his new role when he moved to Australia
He played the piano, and the last time I saw him doing
so was in his later years after some tournament at
Turnberry was over, and all the other pros were busy
taking off for the next venue. The piano was beside
an open window of a man overlooking the course.
He was quite alone, and although he was a better
golfer than musician, he was playing a pleasant air
with enjoyment. He seemed then, as he sometimes
did on the course, more pre-occupied with the
faraway than with the fairway.
To say that the result of a match gives no indication
of the closeness of play is a truism allowable only to
captains of victorious teams; but in one instance the
closeness was plain for all to see, the tie in Baltimore
in 1965; one could sense that things were going wrong
for us that last afternoon by Joe Carr's not entirely
successful attempt to maintain a Captain's cheerful
countenance, as he sought in vain the two points out
of eight singles needed for victory, and also by the fact
that our American hosts were beginning to turn on
once again that extra special charm and consideration
they reserve for us when we are about to lose.
To Clive Clark fell the distinction of saving us
from defeat and ensuring the best result we have had

in America The only thing that was not difficult about
the putt he holed to halve his single, was that it was so
long (33 1/2 ft.) that no one could have blamed him
for missing it. He was not a member of
Sunningdale, but since like King, he turned pro and
played again against America, and successfully
followed for several years Arthur Lees as
professional of this club, it would be churlish not to
see him on parade. He is now known as the
"lie-detector" as he roams the course during the
coverage of a television programme. giving from
the ground to the commentators up the towers the
feel of the next shot to be made. One of those men
up the tower is Bruce Critchley. Of the class of 1969
at Milwaukee, when spectators watched with pride
the spectacular shot-making of himself (and of Peter
Benka in another match) as we advanced
gloriously to yet another defeat. A measure of
Critchley’s standard of play was the number of one
irons he has worn out in his career. including one
from a fellow-sympathiser of that No.1 club,
Arnold Palmer.
If l have left David Frame ( 1961) in the position
of anchor man in this survey of the Sunningdale
boards it is only because one is hesitant to introduce
him as ever having played for any other club than
Worplesdon, which he has represented with
distinction for so long, showing many of the
characteristics in his game that are needed to beat
the best opposition.
A name may have escaped detection in this
context; but certain it is that, in the course of the first
six decades in the Cup's history, Sunningdale men
have played their part, through 'good times and bad.
in making it possible for us all to he here this week.

